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COMETS AND METEORITIC SHOWERS
IN THE R.GVEDA AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE
R.N. IYENGAR*
(Received 20 July 2009)
The possibility of some transient celestial object being described
by the word dhûmaketu in the R. gveda is studied in this paper. It is found
that the well known Vedic deities, maruts through their physical actions
stand for meteoritic showers or storms. In some places the description
reads like extra terrestrial objects hitting the earth. This goes against the
traditional interpretation of maruts as thunderstorm and wind gods. It is
demonstrated that vibhâvasu also stands for a transient object in the sky,
which in one place in the R. gveda is said to be like a big rock. Importance
of the above results for tracing the early history of Indian Astronomy is
highlighted. Ancient Vedic people appear to have been preoccupied with
celestial fires in the form of meteoritic swarms and comets which would
have necessitated regular ritualistic observation of the sky, gradually
leading to the calendar and later to the knowledge of the planets.
Key words: Comets, Dhûmaketu, Marut, Meteorites, R. gveda,
Vedic deities, Vibhâvasu

INTRODUCTION
The R. gveda Sam
. hitâ (RV) has attracted the attention of scholars in
almost all branches of human knowledge for locating the most ancient references
to topics of interest to them. The text of RV contains a cryptic statement yâdr. geva
dadr. úe tâdr. gucyate (V.44.6). This means the seers said what they saw. Hence
identifying the physical background which could have led to special and strange
description of the sky in the hymns of RV would be a worthwhile exercise. With
this optimism, the present study attempts to retrieve a picture of the Indian sky
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the composers of RV or their immediate predecessors would have observed at
an unknown period of time. The question raised here is whether some specific RV
hymns that use the word dhûmaketu as an epithet for a fire that is essentially
celestial could have been associated with or inspired by transient celestial objects
such as comets and meteors. The Atharvan. a Veda has a famous hymn1 in which
dhûmaketu is mentioned along with sun, moon and Râhu the eclipse causer,
indicating that in Vedic parlance this word meant a celestial object. Kauúika
Sûtra of the Atharvan. a Veda mentions the event of the Seven Sages (U.Major)
veiled by dhûmaketu, which could have meant a comet only2 . One could counter
this observation by pointing out that in Sanskrit a given word may denote different
objects depending on the context. Acceptance of this does not rule out the
possibility of a celestial object being treated as a deity for a ritual or as a hero
for a legend. Thus it is natural to question what was the contextual significance of
the R. gvedic word dhûmaketu, which occurs seven times in RV. Does it in any
sense refer to a comet? This question is approached in the present paper in the
following way. The word dhûmaketu which may mean smoke-banner or flag or
insignia or comet is searched in RV text. In each place the contextual meaning of
the corresponding verse (mantra) within the larger hymn (sûkta) is picked up to
discuss whether a comet or a similar transient celestial object could have been
implied by this characteristic word. Clearly, it was not necessary for the ancients
to have used this word even when they wanted to describe a comet like figure.
Hence, a few hymns where the description is rich with comet imagery are identified
for some limited study. In the sequel it becomes necessary to discuss the physical
nature of two other Vedic deities (celestial objects) namely, maruts and vibhâvasu
that are closely connected with dhûmaketu. The evidences in the text, if taken
in a matter-of-fact fashion indicate beyond reasonable doubt that maruts in the
earliest layers of RV represent meteoritic showers and that vibhâvasu was a
transient celestial object. In RV the nomenclature dhûmaketu seems to have been
used in a generic sense, indicating bright transient objects with a dusty extension
rather than denoting a specific comet.
TEXT OF RV
Any one approaching RV faces the daunting problem of extracting the
meanings of the hymns. This difficulty is known since the time of Yâska (c 7th
cent. BC) who notes that RV hymns can be interpreted in several different ways.
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Due to the archaic nature of the Vedic language, precise meanings may remain
unknown, but the overall contextual implications when read with other similar
hymns should be reasonably clear. Hence when a particular event or deity is
described more number of times, a clear picture of what the ancient composers
meant emerges, which is not the case with hymns containing rare words. To
approach RV in this fashion, one has to follow the ancillary texts and traditional
Sanskrit commentaries, instead of going by modern day translations. This way one
can hope to find whether the origin of a later Vedic ritual can be traced to the sky
pictures of RV. Among the various editions of RV available, the Mysore Palace
edition of the R. gveda (abbr. MPRV) is versatile. This gives in thirty six volumes
an exhaustive introduction, the text, traditional meaning, ritual application,
grammatical explanation, and the complete Sanskrit commentary of Sâyan. a (14th
century AD) with a brief translation in Kannada3 .
KETU IN RV
The word ketu and its derivatives occur eighty times in RV, with the
following distribution among the ten books (man. d. ala):
[I.19; II.0; III.10; IV.3; V.8; VI.7; VII.8; VIII.4; IX.3; X.18]
What strikes here as significant is the absence of the word in the second
book and its increased use in the first and the tenth books. The compound word
dhûmaketu which means comet in the Atharvan. a Veda is used three times
(1.27.11, 1.44.3, 1.94.1) in the first book, twice (VIII.43.4, and VIII.44.10) in
the eighth book and twice (X.4.5, X.12.2) in the tenth book. Yet another interesting
feature is the occurrence, in the tenth book, of words bhâsâketu (10.20.3) and
vr. s. âketu (X.92.1) which are particularizations of the word ketu to specific
nameable objects. While there is no consensus on the absolute chronology of RV,
it is generally accepted that among the seven family books the eighth book is the
latest. The first and the tenth books containing collections of hymns from various
composers are also considered to be relatively late. But these two books may
refer to ancient events and practices, even if they were composed after the family
books got fixed.
The specific word dhûmaketu meaning literally ‘smoke- or dust-banner’
occurs seven times but, only in the three late books. As per traditional interpretation
this word qualifies agni the (sacrificial) fire. One wonders, if this were to be the
unique meaning, why this epithet is absent in the other family books which also
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profusely refer to agni. Is it possible the word dhûmaketu with two meanings,
fire (agni) and anomalous event (utpâta), as listed in the Amarakosƒa4 could be
traced to RV, when in ancient times a comet with a (dusty) smoky extension, like
the earthly fire which has smoke for its insignia might have inspired the composers
of some hymns. The word utpâta denoting anomalous natural events does not
appear in RV. But the word adbhuta which stands for strange and unusual objects
or events is used in RV as an epithet for agni the fire. Could this adbhuta in some
sense point to strange fiery transient objects observed in the sky? The S. ad. vimúa
Brâhm
. an. a of the Sâmaveda group has a chapter called Adbhuta Brâhm
. an. a.
This deals with special rituals to be observed in case of occurrence of unusual
events. Among these are somadevatyâni adbhutâni which, include shooting
stars, meteorites and comets (ketavah. )5 . It is notable that the Nirukta (1.6)
interprets adbhutam as abhûtam, that is, unprecedented. Thus, prima-facie
there is a case for dhûmaketu to be a comet or a fireball similar to a strange fire
with a smoky extension.
DHÛMAKETU
Here, the seven hymns with the word dhûmaketu are considered in the
order of the books in which they appear. Hymn (1.27) in praise of agni by
Sƒunah. sƒepa Ajigarti starts comparing agni to a horse with tail (vâravantam). In
the next verse (I.27.2) this object is qualified as having wide motion (pr. thupragâmâ).
In (I.27.6) agni is called citrabhânu, one having varied colors. This fire is
qualified in (I.27.10) as rudra, one with ferocious form. This is followed by the prayer,
sa no mahân animâno dhûmaketuh. purusƒcandrah. | dhiye vâjâya hinvatu||
(1.27.11)
‘May the great, illimitable, smoke bannered and brilliant agni, be pleased
with our rite and inspire us.’

The above is the literal meaning of the verse. Sâyan. a explains animânah.
as an object without any fixed size, shape or measure. MPRV correctly notes that
there can be no special similarity between agni and a tailed horse even as a figure
of speech. However, instead of taking this agni to be earthly fire, if it is understood
to be a transient celestial object, its characterization as having a tail (vâravantam)
would be natural. The hymn is clear that the object of its attention is stationed in
the sky. If this agni were to have a tail, have perceptible movement, be large
without specific measure (mahân animâno) and look like a big bright celestial
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herald (visƒpatih. daivyah. ketuh. br. hadbhânuh. | I.27.12) it could as well have
been a comet described aptly by the word dhûmaketu. The epithet visƒpatih.
signifies the object to be closely connected with maruts, who are also called visƒ
in RV. This point is considered again later in the present study.
Next one comes across this word in a hymn by Praskan. va of the Kan. va
family to which belong the authors of the eighth book.
adyâ dûtam vr. n. imahe vasum agnim purupriyam |
dhûmaketum bhârjikam vyus. .t is. u yajn‚ânâm adhvaraúriyam || (1.44.3)
‘We choose today at day break as messenger the good agni, the beloved
of many, the smoke bannered, who shines with his brightness and who
is the protector of the doer of sacrifice.’

Here the action of selecting agni as messenger (dûtam) is in the first
person. This agni is qualified as dhûmaketu and bhârjika. The latter word is
interpreted as shining. For this, Sâyan. a cites the Nirukta (VI.4) of Yâska:
bhârjikah. prasiddha-bhâh. | dhûmaketuh. samidhâ bhârjîkah. ityapi nigamo
bhavati. This may mean one who is shining or may mean one who is famous as
bhâ. This agni is addressed in (I.44.4) as Guest (atithi), highlighting his transient
nature. In (I.44.10) agni is referred also as purohita and as vibhâvasu who had
shone previously at many dawns (pûrvâ anu us. aso vibhavaso didetha). MPRV
interprets purohita traditionally as, ‘one who is installed in the east of the sacrificial
altar in the âhavanîya pit’. This hymn ends in (I.44.14) with a request to the firetongued maruts to be heard (sƒ.rn. vantu marutah. agnijihvâh. ). This hymn appears
to be closely related with hymns of the 8th book yet to be considered. The
transient nature of the fire, probably named vibhâvasu or bhâ with links to
maruts, hints at this object to be a comet. If the MPRV tradition is accepted it
follows, this hymn is an invocation to the celestial agni, (the comet deity?) already
deified from previous tradition.
Hymn (1.94) to agni is by Kutsa a member of the family of Añgirasa.
Every verse of this hymn ends with the refrain6 let us not suffer injury as we have
friendship with you (agne sakhye mâ ris. âmâ vayam tava ).’ This is a prayer to
agni seeking protection particularly from the fiery maruts. The first verse refers
to agni as jâtavedas’. MPRV describes the technicalities of this word quoting the
Br. haddevatâ (BD) an important ancient authority on preserving the tradition of
RV6 . As per this, RV seers call terrestrial fire agni, fire in the mid-space jâtavedas
and fire in the sky vaiúvânara. There is a mystic meaning to the word jâtavedas,
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but the localization of this fire is again mentioned in BD with the extra information
that this fire is known to all (or seen by all) created again and again in mid-space7 .
This agni is thought about at every syzygy by offerings (I.94.4). The next verse
(I.94.5) is interpreted differently by Sâyan. a and Skandasvâmin. MPRV provides
both the meanings, the one by Skandasvâmin being realistic. As per this, agni is
seen all through the nights in different colours and is brighter than even the light
at day break (us. aso mahân). In (I.94.7) agni is praised as one who is seen to
be similar from all places (visƒvatah. sadr. ñg asi). Even though he is really at a
distance (in the sky) he seems to be near. In (I.94.9), agni is requested to kill
with his weapons the enemies of the devout. The next verse is
yad ayukthâ arus. â rohitâ rathe vâtajûtâ vr. s. abhasyeva te ravah. |
âdinvasi vanino dhûmaketunâgne sakhye mâ ris. âmâ vayam tava ||
(1.94.10)
‘When you have yoked the wind driven red (animals) to the chariot, your
roar is like that of a bull. You cover forest trees by a banner of smoke.
Let us not suffer injury as we have friendship with you.’

Here the word dhûmaketu seems to be used in the sense of a smoke
cover. However the agni addressed in this hymn has for its background not any
ordinary terrestrial fire but the one in mid-space significantly coloured red. The
next verse (I.94.11) mentions that the drops of this agni eat grass (drapshâh.
yavasâdah. ). The word yavasâdah. literally means one who eats (burns) yavasa
which is taken to be grass by tradition. But this may as well refer to destruction
of grain fields. Sâyan. a likes to interpret drapsâh. as flames, but in the context of
a fire from above, dropping of fiery matter would be apt. This is followed by a
request to Mitra and Varun. a to protect the poet from the strange fury of maruts
who live in mid-space. The description of maruts is picturesque as, avayâtâm
marutâm hel. a adbhutah. (1.94.12). Sâyan. a explains this as: the anger of the
gods known as maruts moving below the heavens happens to be severe. However
this can be directly translated as ‘the cry (rumbling sound) of the descending
maruts is strange (unprecedented)’.
In the above hymn the word dhûmaketu is not used directly to refer a
comet. But the hymn is about agni that is between the earth and the visible sky.
The prayer is to ward off the danger posed directly by maruts, with ritualistic
connotations linked to earthly fires ignited by atmospheric agents. The weapons
of agni that could kill enemies, but from which protection is sought by the poet,
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can be conjectured to have been showers of stony meteoritic debris. This
interpretation would be consistent with the action of maruts at all places in RV.
The only family book using the word dhûmaketu is the 8th book of the
Kan. vas. The first verse of hymn (VIII.43) declares this to be a laudation to agni
the uninterrupted doer of sacrifice. The third verse mentions agni to be burning
the forests. The immediate next two verses are
harayo dhûmaketavah. vâtajûtâ upadyavi | yatante vr. thagagnayah. ||
ete tye vr. thagagnayah. iddhâsah. samadr. ks. ata | us. asâmiva ketavah. ||
(VIII.43.4,5)
‘Individual forms of swift wind-impelled smoke-bannered fires move in the
sky. These separated fires shining in the front appear like heralds of the
dawns.’

In verse (VIII.43.6) the black dust raised by the feet of jâtavedas as he
travels, when fire spreads on the earth, is described. The physical implication of
the above verses would be that the composer is describing one or more celestial
fiery objects with smoky or dusty extensions seen before dawn. These celestial
fires are linked to fire on earth, which may indicate either a cause effect relation
or just a poetic similarity. The objects are many and said to be emphatically
separated (vr. thak=pr. thak) and moving. As a physical picture this fits the
description of a meteor swarm encountered by earth while passing through the
trail of a comet. Here dhûmaketu is used to indicate swiftly moving objects in the
sky. Since the word dawn is used in plural, perhaps this spectacle was seen for
several days before day break in the eastern sky. The next hymn (VIII.44) is also
about agni. Here in (VIII.44.7) this agni is called ancient (pratnam) and invoker
(hotâram) and the guest of honour in sacrifices (adhvarân. âm abhisƒriyam). This
ancient agni is named in the objective case as
vipram hotâram adruham dhûmaketum vibhâvasum | yajn. ânâm ketum
îmahe ||
(VIII.44.10)

Sâyan. a interprets the word vibhâvasu as one having light for wealth
(dîptidhanam) and identifies him with agni. If here also dhûmaketu meant the
ordinary sacrificial fire, why once again the composer refers to agni as the banner
of sacrifices? On the other hand the matter-of-fact meaning would be
We pray to the wise guileless (divine) invoker, the comet (smoke bannered)
vibhâvasu, who is the banner of sacrifices.
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There is nothing in the above hymn that would contradict the above direct
meaning. The use of the word ketu in the second half would be appropriate in
the sense of a herald.
It is seen that in the 8th book the word dhûmaketu refers to visible
transient objects that might have included meteors and comets in a general sense.
In the tenth book the hymn (X.4) by Tr. ta Âptya is about agni the link between
men and gods, who traverses in between (X.4.2). In the next verse (X.4.3) he
is said to be eager to come to sacrifices on earth looking down from above with
a desire to return. There appears considerable difficulty in interpreting the 5th
verse with the word dhûmaketu. MPRV takes the first part as a question and
constructs a meaning with which the commentator is not satisfied. The text and
the interpretation are as follows.
kûcijjâyate sanayâsu navyo vane tasthau palito dhûmaketuh. |
asnâtâpo vr. s. abho na praveti sacetaso yam pran. ayanta martâh. ||
(X.4.5)
‘Where is the new agni born? He is present in the old plants, grey haired,
smoke-bannered. Though not needing a bath, as he is pure, he rushes to
water like a bull….’

This interpretation reads strained and forced. The simple meaning based
on the context of the preceding and succeeding verses would be of a fire that is
white in colour, seen above a forest. Its rush towards water may be a real event
of a fireball entering a water body. This matches with agni being called jâtavedah.
later in (X.7), the technical meaning of which is fire in mid-space. Even though the
meaning of the word dhûmaketu in this hymn remains ambiguous, it is still linked
to a fiery object that approaches a water body, from above. The last appearance
of the word dhûmaketu is in
devo devân paribhûr .rtena vahâ no havyam prathamas cikitvân |
dhûmaketuh. samidhâ bhârjîko mandro hotâ nityo vâcâ yajîyân ||
(X.12.2)

Here, the word is used in the sense of sacrificial fire with no direct
celestial relation except for the qualification bhârjikah. as in (1.44.3). This completes
a brief discussion on the seven occurrences of the word dhûmaketu in RV. It is
noted that all the above hymns are addressed to agni, a prominent deity in RV.
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Interestingly in the tenth book agni is called bhâsâketu that means light bannered,
which is nearly the opposite of dhûmaketu, the smoke-bannered.
yamâsâ kr. panil. am bhâsâketum vardhayanti | bhrâjate sƒren. idan ||
(X.20.3)

Sâyan. a interprets the word bhâsâketu, as flame bannered fire or one
who gives out light. It is not clear why this should not have been the name of a
celestial object, for in the very next verse this fire is described as, ‘who when he
moves up penetrates the ends of the sky, illumining the firmament’. Further the
hymn lauds this fire as one that is standing above the sacrificial altar. Traditionally
the phrase sadma minvan purah. eti in (X.20.5) is interpreted to mean that this
fire ‘measures the fireplace by his movements’. This description would be more
suitable for a bright celestial object that was stationary for some time and then
started moving as though measuring the sky. Sâyan. a’s understanding of this as
representing the sacrificial fire amply indicates that the Vedic sacred fire on earth
is a symbol or simulation of a visible bright celestial object ritualistically invoked
through special hymns. In (X.20.5.9) this fire is described to ‘move straight in a
big car showing colours, white, black, red and crimson’. A cosmological background
is also indicated here, since the car of bhâsâketu was fashioned by the Creator.
On the whole this hymn is consistent in describing a comet-like celestial object,
out of which some aspects of the terrestrial (religious) fire, as described in the
later Yjurveda Sam
. hita and Brâhman. a texts, have been modelled. Similarly the
word vr. s. âketu may be related to an object seen in the night sky. This name
appears in the hymn RV (X.92) attributed to Úaryâta son of Manu.
yajn‚asya vo rathyam visƒpatim viúâm hotâram aktoratithim vibhâvasum|
sƒocan sƒus. kâsu harin. îs. u jarbhuradvr. s. âketuryajato dyâm aúâyata || (X.92.1)

This ketu has some connection with vibhâvasu who was described in the
hymn (1.44) considered previously. Here also vibhâvasu is called the guest of the
night similar to its description in (1.44). Sâyan. a interprets the first half as a call
to gods for worshipping vibhâvasu. His statement paricarati iti sƒes. ah. is an
unnecessary assumption. The second half is independently taken to mean ‘the
giver of desires (vr. s. â), the banner (ketuh. ) reposes in heaven’. In line with Sâyan. a,
MPRV gives the meaning of the above verse as
‘You (gods, adore) the charioteer of the sacrifice, the lord of men, the
invoker of the gods, the guest of night, the resplendent (agni). Blazing
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amid the dry (bushes) preying upon the green, the showerer of desires,
the banner (of light), the adorable, reposes in heaven’.

Since vibhâvasu is a guest of night (aktoh. atithim) with its location in
the sky (dyâm asâyata), the name vr. s. âketu most probably signifies a transient
object in the sky.
MARUTS
The brief review above brings out the major physical characters of agni
called dhûmaketu, but only in relation with two other celestial objects namely
maruts and vibhâvasu. Maruts are well known Vedic deities taken to represent
‘winds and thunderstorms inducing rain’ by traditionalists as well as by modern
scholars. However, their explicit relation with dhûmaketu provides a clue to their
correct decipherment as ‘meteoritic storms’. Maruts are a group of deities, usually
known as sons of Rudra and occasionally directly as Rudrâh. . The key discriminatory
feature of maruts is that they are a collection of individuals who could be seen
and hence countable in some sense. They are said to be separated among
themselves. They increase by two and three and their count varies from twentyone (I.133.6) to forty-nine (VIII.28.5) to sixty-three (VIII.96.8). They could
even be seen in waves of thousands (I.168.4). If these properties were to be
reconciled with a physically possible natural object, maruts have to be taken as
a shower of meteorites. No doubt there are hymns associated with maruts that
refer to lightning, rain, wind, thunderous sound and consequent shaking of trees,
people and mountains. However, seen in the perspective of a celestial agni called
dhûmaketu being a comet, the above actions of maruts are more valid for a
swarm of meteors than for the monsoon thunderstorm.
Maruts are closely associated with Indra in many hymns and these read
like recollection of past events for a ritual. There is palpable spontaneity in the
hymns to maruts with the figures of speech and epithets picturesquely describing
a rare spectacle. In all thirty-three hymns are devoted exclusively to maruts in RV.
Since these deities are mentioned more than five hundred times by name, spread
over the ten books of RV, it is not possible here to discuss all the occurrences
of this word used always in the plural. Interest here will be limited to descriptions
of maruts that are graphic and hence appear like direct observations or recollections
of some past episodes.
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Maruts come (to earth) along with agni from above. They are brilliant
with terrible forms and kill people. Maruts sit as deities in heaven, above the
luminous vault. They move the mountains and disturb the oceans (I.19.6, 7). Here
following Sâyan. a, MPRV argues that however strong a wind may be it can not
possibly shake hills, and hence the word parvatân should be taken as clouds and
not as mountains. But if maruts are taken naturally for what they are, namely
extra terrestrial objects, they could have shaken mountains by their impacts. In the
next verse maruts are described as widening with their light (rasƒmibhih. tanvanti
I.19.8) and storming the oceans with their power. The earliest Angiras was agni,
to support whom maruts were born with their glittering spears (I.31.1). Here
traditionalists take maruts to be winds with the further unnecessary assumption
that the word rasƒmibhih. above means sûrya-raúmibhih. . That this is an uneasy
explanation is clear when we note that MPRV mentions that vâyu and maruts are
distinctly different not only in the text of RV but also in the practice of Vedic
rituals.
Hymns (I.37.39) by Kan. va son of Ghora are dedicated to maruts. These
hymns highlight the meteoritic nature of maruts, personified as deities, as being
self luminous and spotted. The poet says in first person that he can hear from
where he is the roaring sound of maruts (I.37.1, 5). In the next verse the poet
wonders, who could be the strongest among the maruts, since they shake heaven
and earth like mere trees. The common man is said to be protecting his dwellings
from the (impact of) maruts.
nivo yâmâya mânus. o dadhra ugrâya manyave | jihîta parvato girih. ||
(I.37.7)
‘To withstand your ferocious journey man has strengthened his dwelling
with columns. Even rugged hills get crushed (at your approach)’.

Maruts have mowed down men on earth and have made mountains fall.
Wherever the group of maruts goes, everyone is sure to hear their roaring sound
(I.37.12, 13). Maruts come from the sky to the earth, but not the other way
round (I.38.2). That maruts could not go back from earth is ingeniously expressed
as
yadyûyam pr. únimâtaro. martâsah. syâtana | stotâ vo amr. tah. syât|| (I.38.3)
‘Children of Pr. sƒni! You may become mortals, but let those who laud you
remain not dead’.
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Maruts are sure to bring airless showers to deserts (I.38.7). MPRV
wonders why the word airless (avâtâm) has been used to describe showers
(miham). This doubt arises if miham is taken as ordinary rain. An intense meteoritic
shower can make the target region airless for some time, which fact was known
to the pre-siddhântic astronomer Vr. ddha-Garga8 . It is repeatedly said that people
were afraid of maruts. If these deities were really harbingers of monsoon rainfall,
the following descriptions read out of place.
adha svanât marutâm viúvam â sadma pârthivam | arejanta pra mânus. âh.
|| (I.38.10)
‘At the roar of the maruts, every house on the earth shook. The people
also trembled’.
parâha yatsthiram hatha naro vartayathâ guru|
vi yâtana vaninah. pr. thivyâ vyâúâh. parvatânâm || (I.39.3)
‘When you overthrow what is stable and whirl away what is heavy, your
course is through the forests and the mountains’.
â vo maks. û tanâya kam rudrâ avo vr. n. îvahe |
gantâ nûnam no’vasâ yathâ puretthâ kan. vâya bibhyus. e || (I.39.7)
‘Sons of Rudra! We pray to you for the quick protection of our progeny.
Like you came once previously, come for the sake of frightened Kan. va.

Nodhâ Gautama describes maruts in (I.64) as having fearful forms. They
are drop like (falling objects) and shining like suns (asurâ. h. ghoravarpasah.
drapsinah. sûryâ iva úucayah. | I.64.2). It is indicated that maruts induced winds
and rains before their arrival. This seems to have been the reason for the traditional
interpretation of maruts as storm deities before rainfall. In the hymns (I.86, I.87
& I.88) Gotama Râhugan. a mentions that maruts were worshipped by people
since many years seeking protection. Maruts are described as having wheels of
gold and rushing like boars with tusks of iron (ayodams. .trân vidhâvato varâhûn).
The epithet asurâh. does not indicate any ethnic group but just that maruts as
deities threw stones and other objects towards earth. The word asura is derived
traditionally, as held by Sâyan. a, from the root asu ks. epan. e (to throw).
Hymns (I.166) onwards by Agastya further reveal the physical side of
maruts. All creatures on earth along with their dwellings shake in fear that they
might get hit by the weapons of maruts. The tearing weapons of maruts hit
animals like well aimed darts. Maruts are visible at a distance shining like stars
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(dûre dr. úo ye divyâ iva str. bhih. | I.66.11). The visible hair-like extension of the
maruts is figuratively described as rodasî, their companion with dishevelled hairs
(vis. ita stukâ; I.167.5). Maruts, although formless, seemingly have a form. They
are self born and always tremble in their path. They come in thousands like waves
on water (I.168.4). They came down to earth together effortless, with burning
looks and shook the mountains (svayuktah. divah. vr. thâ ava
âyayuh. …bhrâjadr. s. .t ayah. dr. .l hâni cit acucyuvuh. || I.168.5). The next verse,
indirectly mentions that they enter the sea. Maruts on their approach gleam like
serpents (ahi bhânavah. ). The material of the weapons of maruts is made clear by
Agastya in,
Far be from us, your impetuous shaft. Far from us be the stone you hurl
(I.172.2)
In the second book, Gr. tsamada prays to Rudra: ‘O, father of maruts, do
not exclude us from seeing the sunlight’ (mâ nah. sûryasya sandr. úo
yuyothâh. ). Let not Rudra’s quoits have us as targets. Let his frightening
anger avoid us (parin. o heti rudrasya vr. jyâh. paritvesasya durmatirmahî
gât) (II.33.1 & 14).

Even though maruts poured in, the material they rained is not said to be
ordinary water. It is described as soma, ghee, milk, honey or a liquid coloured
like honey. Maruts showered medicines which were accepted by Manu the
ancestor of the poet (II.33.13).
If one agrees with the principle of internal consistency as the approach to
understand RV, one can not assign different meanings to the same word used in
similar contexts. Doubts arise about the words parvata and giri occurring in
connection with maruts. Traditionalists take this to be mountains in some verses
but as clouds in other places. A typical example of this confusion is in hymn
(III.26) attributed to Viúvâmitra. Sâyan. a assumes maruts produce a rain of water
and hence takes the word parvatân to mean clouds, where as there is nothing
in the three verses (III.26.4-6) to indicate ordinary rainfall. The statement marutah.
pravepayanti parvatân should normally mean maruts shake the mountains. This
remains consistent in all places if maruts are understood to be representing
meteorites or fragments of extra terrestrial objects falling on earth.
Ten of the thirty-three hymns devoted to maruts are found in the 5th
book. These are important since tradition holds hymns (V.52) to (V.61) to be
inspired compositions of seer Úyâvâúva. Hymn (V.52) is a laudation in which
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maruts are said to be capable of exceeding the nights in their travel, which means
they were visible in day light also. In (V.52.7) they are praised in the sky, on earth
and in the rivers. Specifically they are found in the River Parus. n. î (V.52.9). Maruts
dug a well for Gotama (V.52.12), as in RV (1.85.10-11) which in physical terms
would mean creation of an impact crater. This hymn ends in (V.52.17) referring
to River Yamunâ. The next hymn starts wondering ‘who knows the origin of
maruts?’ They release their treasury for their devotee (V.52.6) and help release
parjanya (rain water?). Further, in (V.52.9) six more rivers Rasâ, Anitabhâ,
Kubhâ, Krumu, Sindhu and Sarayû are linked with maruts. The prayer in (V.52.13,
14) is for the material showered by maruts namely, seeds (bîjam) and water
(âpah. ). Hymn (V.54) is a laudation to the force or power behind the group of
maruts, who with stony weapons (asƒma didyavah. ) disturb mountains. They,
children of Rudra, shake everything like a boat on water, day and night, and
disturb forts difficult to enter (durgân. i). Hymn (V.55) is a prayer in which maruts
are described to make a shower out of sea (samudratah. ). The material carried
by them is called purîs. a, which is not rain water, but assumed to be so by
Sâyan. a. Hymn (V.56) is an invocation to maruts to come down to earth from
above. Effortlessly, maruts bring down the rocks of the mountains. In (V.57) they
are called vâúimantah, as in (I.87.6). As per Yâska this refers to weapons made
of stones or to voice9 . Clearly, the epithet refers to stony meteorites making
rumbling sound as they approached earth at high speed. Maruts are in the form
of large drops (purudrapshâh. ) and carry the name amr. tam. Hymn (V.58) contains
verses in which maruts are associated with water (udavâhâsah. V.58.3; âpah.
ks. odante V.58.6). But in (V.59.5) maruts are described to be of equal measure
like spokes (in wheels) and (length of) days. Traditionalists take (V.59.1) to
describe rainfall, by stretching the word arn. ava to mean clouds. However, direct
reading of the verse only indicates a shower of bright materials getting into the
seas. The next verse (V.59.2) does not refer to rainfall, but to the trembling earth
compared to a shaking boat. Hymn (V.60) is similar to others in highlighting the
power of maruts to disturb the mountains.
parvatúcinmahi vr. ddho bibhâya divaúcitsânu rejate svane vah. |
yatkrîl. atha maruta .rs. .t imanta âpa iva sadhryan. co dhavadhve || (V.60.3)
‘Hey maruts! When you start playing, even the ancient big mountain fears
your sound. The lofty regions of the sky tremble. Carrying spears you
rush together like a stream of water.’
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The comparison âpa iva in the above verse, should put to rest doubts
about maruts being agents of rainfall. Their stormy shower was only like a water
stream. Bhâradwâja Bârhaspatya in hymn (V.66) describes maruts as samânam
in the first verse. Sâyan. a comments, maruts are always of the same form (marutah.
sadâ samânarûpâh) and quotes RV (V.60.5) to emphasize that there are no
elders and youngsters among them (ajyes. .thâso akanis. .thâsa ete). The next verse
mentions that maruts shine like fires and increase by two and three. They are
dustless and created with gold, wealth and power. The MPRV meaning for the
word girayah. in (VI.66.11) as clouds unnecessarily negates the above realistic
description of maruts.
The lauds to maruts in the seventh book by Vasis. t.ha are similar to the
hymns by other seers. ‘May your weapons be far from us’, is the constant prayer
(VII.57.4). The birth of maruts was with great commotion. They were fast, fierce
and wrathful. The whole world was afraid to look at them during their brightened
travel (VII.58.2).
In the eighth book there is some further interesting information about
maruts. The seventh hymn describes maruts in the same way as in other books,
but is emphatic on the hills and peaks getting physically affected. Like hills control
themselves (bend) at the arrival of maruts, even rivers control their flows (8.7.5).
This meaning is acceptable to Sâyan. a also. If maruts brought in the yearly
seasonal rainfall, a river being controlled reads anomalous. The last three verses
of this hymn show that maruts should have been extra terrestrial objects hitting
hill peaks. These were thought to be connected with a celestial object, referred
by the generic name agni.
girayúcinni jihate parúânâso manyamânâh. | parvatâúcinni yemire ||
âks. n. ayâvâno vahantyantariks. en. a patatah. | dhâtârah. stuvate vayah. ||
agnirhi jâni pûrvyaúcchando na sûro arcis. â | te bhânubhirvitasthire ||
(VIII.7.34-36)
‘(As the maruts arrive) hills get hit and disturbed from their position. Even
mountains are controlled. Speedy carriers bear the flying maruts through
space. They are givers of riches to the worshipper. Agni was born previously
(among gods) bright like the sun. Then the maruts stood surrounding him
with their lights’.

The above rendering closely follows Sâyan. a, with the word girayah. here
being taken as hills by him also. The word âks. n. ayâvâno is explained by Sâyan. a
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as traveling faster than the eyes. There is one more hymn lauding maruts in the
eighth book by Sobhari Kân. va. In this we find a reference to maruts disturbing
islands and deserts (VIII.20.4). Further (VIII.20.13) informs that even though
maruts are many and extend widely like a sea, they are known by only one name
as per ancestral tradition. In (VIII.20.17), maruts are qualified as sons of Rudra
(rudrasya sûnavah. ) and as asurasya vedhasah. . The word asurah. is explained
by Sâyan. a at many places as ‘one who throws’, derived from the root asu
ks. epan. e (to throw). However in the present verse he interprets asurah. as creator
of clouds, which hardly fits the context. The direct meaning of one who throws
(stones/missiles) is appropriate for maruts, since the falling objects would have
been like stones.
In the tenth book hymns (X.77 & 78) are devoted to maruts. These
appear to have been composed after the status and position of maruts in the
sacrifices had been finalized. Oblation to maruts is mentioned in (X.77.7), which
is not so conspicuous in the other books of RV. An interesting technical simile
describes the motion of maruts as, ‘like the nave of a wheel with spokes’ (rathânâm
na ye arâh. sanâbhayah. | X.78.4). Sâyan. a explains this clearly as; even though
maruts are several, they move equally spaced like spokes connected at the
center of a wheel10 . The descriptions of maruts in the various hymns are broadly
similar, with minor differences which indicate repetition of the same natural event
with variation in the details. Inducing rain is not the main function of maruts, as
assumed by Sâyan. a. Relation with water is a minor detail mentioned in the 5th
book, but otherwise the majority of the hymns uniformly describe maruts as a
collection of bright objects moving in swarms, appearing even in day times. They
made a characteristic sound inducing fear in men. They were known to bring
stones hitting the hills and the ground. At least once they created a crater with
water for Gotama. This poetic but nevertheless realistic description can not possibly
be valid for any event other than a cluster of meteorites or fragments of an
asteroid hitting the earth.
VIBHÂVASU
Our study of the word dhûmaketu shows that this fire in the sky was
closely related with maruts and vibhâvasu. From a detailed discussion of RV
text it is seen that maruts, beyond reasonable doubt, would have been showers
of meteorites. Since comets and meteor showers can have causal connections, it
appears that vibhâvasu in some places of RV can refer to a comet. This word
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is interpreted in the tradition of Sâyan. a as fire qualified ‘as wealth of the night’,
which is the literal meaning obtained by breaking the word into its two components
vibhâ and vasu. Even in this sense it retains in its name a significant comet image.
The word vibhâvasu occurs in the first (I.44.10), third (III.2.2) and the fifth
(V.25.2,7) books. Next it is used five times in the eighth book (VIII.43.32;
VIII.44.6, 10, 24; VIII.93.25). It appears twice in the ninth (IX.72.7; IX.86.10)
and thrice in the tenth (X.92.1; X.118.4; X.140.1) books.
In the second verse of the agni-vaiúvânara nivid (III.2) by Viúvâmitra,
the birth of agni is described. As per Br. haddevata– , nivids indicate the qualities
of the deities addressed in such hymns. Agni is here described as brightening
heaven and earth at his birth. He is qualified also as viúâm atithih. vibhâvasuh. .
This is taken as ‘guest of men, affluent in radiance’. Since the word visƒ means
maruts in several other places, here also the agni referred must be related with
maruts. According to BD, vaisƒvânara is fire in the sky, jâtavedas fire in the
mid-space and agni the fire on earth. In the 14th verse, the prayer is to the fire
seen ‘at daybreak, emblem of the sky, a big horse’ (us. arbudham divah. ketum
mûrdhânam vâjinam brhat). The implied meaning of the hymn is that, vibhâvasu
was a horse-like fire seen in the eastern sky early in the morning (rochanasthâm).
This leads to the inference that the word here stands for a comet.
In (V.25.2) the reference is to the fire praised as vibhâvasu who was
kindled in the past by gods and seers. In (V.25.7), agni is again addressed as
vibhâvaso, because from him riches come out. In (V.25.8), this fire is lauded as
self effulgent in the sky, making thundering sound and ‘is said to be like a huge
rock’ (br. hat grâveva ucyate).
The next use of vibhâvasu is in the eighth book. The two hymns VIII.43
.
and VIII.44 on agni by Virûpa Ângiras, were previously discussed while
investigating the word dhûmaketu. This fire is described as famous vibhâvasu,
destroying darkness with increasing brightness like the sun (VIII.43.32). In the
hymn VIII.44 the word is used three times, one of which dhûmaketum
vibhâvasum (VIII.44.10) was discussed already. Agni is referred as multi-coloured
vibhâvasu (citrabhânum vibhâvasum VIII.44.6). In (VIII.44.24) agni is praised
to be the abode of riches and called vibhâvasu, which can mean ‘lord of light’.
The first use of the word in the 10th book (X.92.1) in association with agni called
vr. s. âketu was discussed already above. The use of the word vibhâvasu in RV
(X.118.4 & X.140.1) qualifies the sacrificial fire in a prayer. There is no direct
celestial connection for the fire invoked in these hymns.
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FURTHER COMET IMAGES
The present study started tracing the object dhûmaketu and it was found
that this was closely connected with maruts and vibhâvasu. This necessitated a
study of these two deities to find that there is a strong case for correlating maruts
with recurring meteoritic showers rather than with the traditional rainstorm gods.
A new question arises out of this identification of maruts as meteors. This is about
Indra, the premier Vedic deity, described as being intimately connected with
maruts. Some acts of Indra are very similar to those of maruts. However, it is
possible Indra’s power as a celestial entity is more in the sense of an unseen and
hence great divine force and comparatively less as a visible physical object.
Nevertheless, Indra appears like a visible celestial figure (zodiacal light?) in many
places of RV. Indra’s position is known to have got reduced to that of a rain-god
in later Sanskrit literature. Perhaps this made maruts, the constant companions of
Indra to be equated with winds. We side step these issues, since our present
focus is on comets, one of which, the fire called dhûmaketu, appears only in the
later books of RV (I, VIII & X). However, there are distinct references in the
other books to an ancient fire in the sky related with agni, vaiúvânara,
mâtariúvan, arvan, ajaikapât, ahirbudhnya, pûs. an and other deities. Hence,
in the earlier layers of RV transient celestial objects seem to have been described
using other nomenclatures. The only way to address this issue is to see how likely
such celestial fires match with known modern comet and/or meteor images. To
keep the discussion brief, only three such hymns are considered here.
The famous hymns (I.162 & I.163) on Asƒva by Aucathya are traditionally
taken to refer to the Horse-sacrifice (Asƒvamedha). But these hymns primarily
describe a bright horse-like moving object in the sky11 . In hymn (I.162), the
celestial horse, a replica of which is sacrificed in the Asƒvamedha is described.
This is the medhyâúva (sacrificial horse) born out of tvas. .t â (I.162.19). This
particular verse has two meanings referring to both the divine horse which was
killed by gods and the terrestrial animal which is to be similarly sacrificed by men.
12
MPRV quotes the Taittiriya Sam
. hitâ to clarify the close relation ship between
tvas. .t â and arvan.
The above deity called arvan was the first born in the sky, making sound,
with wings of falcon and ankles of deer (I.163.1). This horse given by Yama was
harnessed by Trita for Indra to ride. Here the word Yama is interpreted in the
Nirukta as agni, which as per Sâyan. a would indicate the simultaneous birth of
agni and Indra. In (I.163.3) this arvan is said to be threefold with three bonds
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in the sky (trîn. i divi bandhanâni). Sâyan. a likes to take these three bonds to be
similar to the three ropes with which an earthly horse is held13 . Further, the RV
poet describes the sequence in which he saw the horse. In (I.163.5) he says; ‘I
saw your reins’ (te bhadrâ raúanâ apasƒyam). Next the poet saw the head of this
horse. MPRV reports two types of arranging the words of (I.163.6), to yield
meanings applicable to the earthly horse and the heavenly horse respectively. In
the derived meaning, the horse is said to be going from the earth by way of
heavens to the sun. The primary meaning is; the poet in first person says that ‘he
saw the head of the horse in the sky flying down towards the earth’ (divâ avah.
patayantam patatri….. sƒirah. apasƒyam || 1.163.6). This is continued in the next
verse to inform: ‘I beheld your best form at the cow’s foot’ (te rûpam uttamam
apasƒyam……â pade goh. ). Sayan. a takes the word goh. pade to mean the sacrificial
place on earth, which is the secondary meaning of the hymn as per the sacrificial
tradition. However, primarily for an object seen in the sky it should have been
natural to mention its location with respect to the stars and hence one should take
‘cow’s-foot’ as the naks. atra with that meaning which is pros. .tha-pada (Pegasi).
Reference to this location appears again in RV (III.39.5 & IX.71.5). The hymn
which so far described a single object, refers to multiple celestial horses in the
next verse (I.163.10) comparing their flight to that of a line of swans (hamsâ iva
úren. isƒo yatante). This picture is a plain indication of bright meteorites flying like
birds in a line. This simile is again used in (III.8.9) to describe the arrival of
yûpâh. , the sacrificial columns of gods in the sky, which has an inbuilt comet
image.
The 48th hymn in the 6th book is about agni and maruts. The sixth verse
in this hymn describes the sight of ‘agni moving in the night sky along with smoke.
He with attractive colours becomes visible pushing aside the darkness and stays
through the night (dhûmena divi dhâvate…úyâvâsu ûrmyâsu tamah. tirah. â
dadr. úe). From (VI.48.11) onwards maruts are praised to bring riches from
above. In (VI.48.21) the poet mentions that maruts cover the sky with their
brightness like the sun and are the cause of killing Vr. tra. The last verse mentions
that the earth and the sky got created only once. Similarly the milk of prsƒni,
namely maruts, showered only once. Prsƒni is the night sky dotted with stars,
compared to a spotted cow. This hymn is inspired by a special sky event to sing
a prayer to agni and maruts.
The hymn to Kesƒins (X.136) embeds definite comet imagery. This is
about bright, long hairy objects in the sky. However, the hymn also reflects deeper
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mystical and philosophical thoughts. This hymn has the earliest reference to the
concept of vâtaraúanâh. , which in later siddhântic astronomy became the invisible
air-strings of force holding the planets in their position. This hymn perhaps indicates
a cosmic view emerging out of traditional knowledge and new observations.
Further discussion on this hymn is beyond the scope of the present study.
SUN COVER
The above analysis, even though limited in extent, makes a case for the
ancient seers to have witnessed some spectacular events in the sky. Some of the
RV hymns are inspired from direct observations and some others contain legendary
information transferred from previous generations. The hymns considered here,
taken together, may be said to represent a disturbed sky, unlike the present day
calm skies. But, the description of the purported effects of the transient sky
objects on earth is quite intriguing. Furthermore when the hymns express distress
it would appear that the community had to face some unexpected adverse climatic
conditions due to the disturbed sky. This is not a far fetched inference when it is
noted that in several hymns the physical sun is said to be covered by some type
of dust, so much so there was no day break for considerable length of time. There
are too many hymns and legends about this event for one to ignore the absence
of sunlight as a poetic license to describe the dark night of the human soul or as
the prolonged winter at northern latitudes.
In RV (1.51.4) Indra is said to have established sun after destroying Vr. tra.
In RV (1.86) maruts are prayed to remove the darkness and create the light for
which people were longing. Hymn (I.175) is about Indra stealing Sun’s wheel,
which is a euphemism for the absence of normally expected rise, movement and
setting of the sun. Hymns (1.183 & 184) refer to the ending of a period of
darkness. In the second book hymn (II.15) is about Indra crushing the vehicle of
us. as, which is a metaphor for a continuous dawn like condition without a visible
sun. Indra had to be supplicated by men who struggled to get sunlight (II.19).
Indra found the sun dissolving in darkness near the cow’s-foot (sûryam viveda
tamasi ks. ayantam | III.39.5). In (IV.16.9) Indra is implored in the battle for
sunlight. Indra is said to have hurt us. as, daughter of the sky, near River Vipâúa
(IV.30.9-11), which refers to absence of day break. This event is recounted in a
slightly different form in the tenth book in hymn (X.138). In hymn (V.31.11) when
the night was ending, sun’s wheel is said to have gone backwards. This is again
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a reference to absence of day break and nonexistence of observable sun’s
movement across the sky. Even though the temporal ordering of the various
events is left in doubt, the metaphoric texts lead one to perceive anomalous
climatic conditions preceded by uniquely spectacular celestial events. Maruts
should have had an important role to play in these natural events, since they are
said to reduce heat and conduct a sacrifice in the heavens (V.54.1). In (V.59.5)
the poet says that maruts are capable of blocking the sun by their showers
(sûryasya caks. uh. pra minanti vr. s. .t ibhih. ).
This has been routinely taken, by many translators, to be a cloud cover
during a rainy day. However, this interpretation does not match with the immediate
next verse, which refers to a special event in the sky.
‘Like line of birds they flew in lengthened lines from heaven’s ridges to
the borders of the sky. Rudra’s children are all similar with none younger
or older’. (V.59. 6, 7)

The above could have been a wide meteoritic ring or trail of a comet
obstructing the sun’s orb being seen from the earth. In (VI.7.5) vaiúvânara is
praised to have freed and set the sun in the sky for all to see. A similar statement
occurs in (X.156.4) mentioning that agni has made sun mount the sky. Several
hymns to Indra are prayers for sunlight or laudation after sunlight was restored.
In (VI.17.5) Indra gives splendour to sun, which had been lost. In RV (VI.39)
the reference is to a light called indu which brightened the worlds that were not
shining. Reference to the widespread abnormal darkness appears in one form or
other in several places of RV, with its all pervasive cosmological, philosophical,
mystical and religious influence spread all through the later Vedic texts14 . Some
hymns of RV praise Indra for having given light to sun as in (VIII.3.6). A few
others (VIII.12.30, VIII.89.7) laud Indra for having fixed sun in the sky. In the
hymn (X.37) dedicated to sun, the general prayer is; ‘May we never suffer from
want of sun’s presence’, which is similar to the verse (II.33.1) from an earlier
strata of RV. One of the most cryptic descriptions of the sun being covered up
is in the seventh book,
tânîdahâni bahulânyâsan yâ prâcînamuditâ sûryasya |
yatah. pari jâra ivâcarantyus. o dadr. ks. e na punaryatîva || (VII.76.3)
‘Many days were over before the old sun rose again. In this period Us. as
was seen behaving like a maiden with her lover’.
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The above is a plain statement that once, there was a long gap between
dawn and sun rise. It also implies that the Vedic seers considered this period to
be us. as or dawn only. Since nothing is said about the nights, it is conjectured that
they could recognize the passage of time as implied in the key phrase ahâni
bahulâni (many days). The immediate next verse (VII.76.4) mentions about the
ancestors of the poet rejoicing after discovering the hidden light of sun. This
incident and the above verse are the basis for all later legends associating Prajâpati
(Creator) with Us. as (his own creation figuratively called daughter) as in the Vedic
Brâhman. a literature15 .
GEOGRAPHICAL MARKERS
There are several geographical locations mentioned in RV correlated with
maruts. In the first book hymn (1.186) mentions maruts to be flying over Irin. a
with their sparkling missiles. Irin. a, a place or a region named six times in RV, is
traditionally translated as desert. Later Vedic texts identify Irin. a with disaster.
Recently it has been shown that this region, during the time of RV, should have
been spatially contiguous with the present day Rann-of-kutch16 . The spatial extent
of the spread of maruts, even if these were to be at different periods of time,
appears quite wide. In (V.52.9) maruts are described to crush the hills near River
Parus. n. î, which is identified with River Ravi in Punjab. In book eight we read
sus. ome úaryan. âvatyârjike pastyâvati | yayuh. nicakrayâ narah. || (VIII.7.29)
Maruts went downwards to Sus. oma, R. jîka, sƒaryan. âvati, full of dwellings.

This verse has clear geographical information about where maruts were
supposed to have gone prior to the composition of this hymn. Sâyan. a takes this
to be the R. jîka country, full of Soma (plants), where Úaryan. âvatî was a lake.
This is in line with Vedic tradition where the Horse’s head was hit by vajra, the
weapon of Indra17. Maruts are addressed in the past tense and one gets the
impression that the poet is referring to past events in this laudation. In RV (X.75.5)
Ârjikâ and Sus. omâ are listed along with a river named after maruts as
Marudvr. dhâ. These rivers are generally identified to be in Punjab. In RV (V.52.17)
maruts are connected with river Yamunâ, which almost surely would not have
been following the course of the present day river of the same name. Maruts are
also mentioned linked with rivers Sindhu (Indus), Krumu, Kûbhâ, Sarayû further
north-west of greater India. A wide region is covered if the connection between
the maruts as showers of meteoritic objects and the river names are taken
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together in a physical sense. Precise delineation of the region is difficult without
some logical basis for organizing the RV hymns chronologically. An interesting
reference in this regard is to the famed River Sarasvatî. In RV (II.30.8) this river
is said to have been followed by maruts. In the famous prayer to Sarasvatî by
Vasis. t.ha, first the river is addressed asuryâ and in the next verse her friends are
said to be maruts (VII.96.1, 2). The word asuryâ has been rendered in several
translations as divine, but the connection with maruts indicates the epithet to be
a physical description of the flowing river affected by maruts who were always
called asurâh. or throwers (of stones). Significantly, in the tenth book (X.17.8-9)
goddess Sarasvatî is invoked seated in the same chariot as the ancestor deities.
This certainly means the river was treated as dead, which, in the language of RV
should have been after frequent sightings of maruts in the visible sky above the
River Sarasvatî.
CHRONOLOGICAL FOOTPRINTS
The late usage of the word dhûmaketu has chronological significance for
understanding the development of astronomy in ancient India. The word dhûmaketu
for a transient celestial object in the R. gveda and the Atharvan. a-veda is in
harmony with the use of the word to indicate a specific comet by Parâúara as
quoted by Utpala (10th century AD) in his commentary on the Br. hat Sam
. hitâ.
This acquires significance since, names of some of the Vedic deities (devatâ)
coincide with the names of comets and other non-planetary objects described by
Parâúara, Vr. ddha-Garga, Nârada and Varâha-mihira who have left records of
scientific literature prior to the development of mathematical (siddhântic) astronomy
in India18 . Parâúara knew twenty-six comets (Ketu) long before Varâha-mihira
19
stated them in the wrong order in his Br. hat Sam
. hitâ . The last comet of this list
was called dhûmaketu. The text of Parâúara preserves a tradition originating
around 1400 BC, but records a list of twenty-six comets with names and year
numbers going back in time for nearly 1300 years. The most conservative dates
for RV agree that the canons were closed, including the late 8th and the 10th
books, by 1500 BC. This, situation not only supports the deciphering of some RV
deities as transient celestial objects, but also indicates the existence of a parallel
tradition of sky observations contemporaneous with what is mentioned poetically
in RV. Parâúara and subsequently Vr. ddha-Garga had more things to say about
comets. These conspicuously included their specific names, year number, position
in the sky, movement, colour, visibility, duration, and effect on earth. They also
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classified meteors (ulkâ) into five types. They proposed the existence of a dark
object called Râhu as the cause of both solar and lunar eclipses, already known
to the Atharvan. a Veda. They were aware of some periodicity in the occurrence
of eclipses, even though their values lacked clarity. However their writings about
planets were comparatively elementary and incomplete. Parâúara, Vr. ddha-Garga
mention that a graha (grasper) called Tvast.â can darken sun and moon at odd
times20 . Varâhamihira, a votary of mathematics for predicting eclipses, severely
criticized Parâúara for his eclipse divination methods, but was obliged to retain the
above legend in the Br. hat Sam
. hitâ. We conjecture that strong belief in the
possibility of such a strange event should have been in the collective memory of
the community since the start of the R. gveda. This pattern has a parallel in the
Vedic literature also. In all the ten books, direct and indirect references to the
battle between Indra and Vr. tra, son of Tvas. t.â for reestablishing the light of sun
can be found. The release of waters of RV is most probably the samplava
(Flood) of Parâúara, from which his tradition counts sequentially the years for the
appearance of twenty-six comets. In RV there are a group of hymns which relate
meteoritic showers, celestial fires and at least a few comets with names. Interestingly,
maruts and correlated sky objects do not refer to the moon directly. References
to the moon, months, intercalation and the lunar number 3339 probably belong
to another strata of RV coming after the havoc caused by maruts and the
consequent climate alteration effects subsided. It is demonstrated elsewhere that
the above number 3339 is the 18-year eclipse period associated in RV with the
moon and a total lunar eclipse21 . It is as if the original group of people left their
memories of a divine (celestial) catastrophe in poetic language upon which their
successors added further observation of the sky leading to lunar and solar rituals
.
and later the Vedânga Jyotis. a which is an algorithmic calendar. Planets, called
târâ-graha (star-grasper) were known, but had not yet attracted great deal of
attention. The Atharva-veda parisƒ is..ta a late book compiled in the last centuries
of the first millennium BC names them. This indirectly shows the Vedic people
were more intrigued by the infrequent occultation of stars, by the moon and the
planets which in course of time would have lead to a qualitative picture of the
movement of planets. The tradition of Parâúara running parallel to the Vedic
compositions had visibility knowledge with numbers about Venus, Jupiter, Saturn
and Mercury, but only verbal description for Mars. This topic is a subject for
further investigations.
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DISCUSSION
It is well known that Agni and Indra are the most important deities of RV.
This is true, not only in a statistical sense, but also in terms of the importance they
have carried through in the Vedic rituals and literature devoted to the elucidation
of RV. Even though the original agni of RV was clearly celestial, the sacrificial
agni which is terrestrial assumed greater significance in the traditional (yâjn‚ika)
interpretation of RV by Sâyan. a and others. The reasons for this are not difficult
to find. The Vedic religion of yajn. a on earth is a replica of what the gods did once
upon a time. This yajn. a of the gods was of celestial origin with its effects reaching
the earth. Hence it was of profound cosmological import to the founders of the
Vedic religion and philosophy culminating in the Vedânta or the Upanis. ads. There
are several instances in the Vedas where this point is stated either metaphorically
or directly. In the second book (II.21.5), Usƒijs (Añgirasas) are said to have found
the path by means of yajn‚a. The allegorical reference is to the overthrow of Vala
to get the waters released. RV hymn (VIII.89) by Nr. medha and Purumedha
(Añgirases) is about Indra supported by maruts as a group. In (VIII.89.5, 6) the
principle of yajn‚a is said to have originated when Indra spread between the earth
and the sky for killing Vr. tra. This yajn‚a of gods had a corresponding sacrifice on
earth also, which in modern parlance could perhaps be called a natural disaster.
22
Maitrâyan. î Sam
. hitâ mentions that gods did a sacrifice at Kuruks. etra . This is
23
confirmed with further elaborations in the Taittirîya Âran. yaka . Taittirîya
Brâhman. a categorically states, maruts killed Prajapati’s creatures because they
(maruts) were not initially worshipped by the people. Prajâpati (Progenitor of
people) had to behold a particular offering and present it to maruts in order to
save his creation24 . A similar statement occurs in the same text about maruts
disturbing the work of Prajâpati25 . Since RV is the earliest among the Vedas,
other texts derive inspiration from RV for their contents and practices. Thus Vedic
literature has sufficient evidences for us to infer that sacrifice by the gods through
the agency of meteoritic storms called maruts in RV should have depleted the
population in the northern parts of ancient India. Nirukta (XI.13) explains the
word marut derived variously from the roots mi & ru as measured sound, or
from mi & ruc as measured brilliance or from mahad & dru as having great
movement26 . However, the main action of maruts had been to kill. Hence derivation
from the root mr. (to smash, to pound, to die) as pointed out by Max Mueller
would be appropriate27 .
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The present study started by tracing the word dhûmaketu. In the sequel
maruts and vibhâvasu were found to be intimately connected with the fiery
dhûmaketu. Vibhâvasu could be the name of one or more comets but the
evidence is equivocal. It is possible this word was used in some hymns as a
qualification for agni, which depending on its location was called by different
names. In one place significantly, vibhâvasu is said to be like a big rock (V.25.8)
making one surmise that the ancients had guessed the basic nature of these near
earth objects, sometimes called deities but at other instances as stone throwing
demons (asurâ), correctly. It is maruts that get more space than the other two
objects considered here almost competing with Indra and agni, with whom they
are any way closely related. The minimal commonality in the physical feature of
maruts, is their countable membership to a cluster or group (gan. a),
unlike undifferentiated masses of clouds or sheets of water. The Sƒatapatha
Brâhman. a explains that maruts are visƒ the groups (or clans) and clans means
abundance28 , 29 . The perception of the RV composers (e.g.I.27.12) was that as
in their community traders and agricultural people (visƒ) were in abundance, so
were maruts abundant in the sky. The Taittiriya Brâhman. a declares this more
explicitly; ‘maruts are the most numerous among the deities’30 .
Three broad phases can be discerned in the description of maruts. The
first, probably the earliest in time, are hymns which express awe at the approach
of maruts. These also express a sense of fear that maruts are prone to kill
people on earth. In the second group are prayers that the shower of stones may
avoid the worshippers of maruts. The third layer contains hymns wherein maruts
are invoked to arrive at a prayer or worship. It may not be wrong to conjecture
that this trend should have been directly matching with the frequency of the storms
of maruts. We also find hymns in which maruts are prayed to bring medicines
and precious materials (sanâddhi vo ratnadheyâni santi | X.88.8). This should
be a later view of maruts after physical examination of the falling objects and a
feel for their contents. A point to be reconciled is the meaning of maruts as wind
deities in later literature. We guess, with the status of Indra getting downgraded
in time to a mere rain god, maruts always linked with Indra, were also brought
down as wind deities. This has happened notwithstanding the fact parjanya and
vâyu are the independent rain and wind deities in RV. One reason for this mismatch
should be the absence of recognizable Indra and maruts in the skies. Evidence
for the evolution of the concept of Indra from the concrete to the abstract is found
in RV itself. In the hymn (VI.21.4) the poet wonders
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Where the famous Indra is now located? Where he travels, among what
people? Indra! What yajn‚a satisfies you? Which hymn helps to attain you
and who is the person capable of invoking you?’

In (X.54.2) the composer says that Indra’s battle was an illusion and he
had no foes either in the past or at present. Similarly in hymn (V.74) the poet
sings, ‘where are asƒvins to be seen in the sky today’, indirectly suggesting the
invisibility of another celestial object closely connected with agni, Indra and
maruts.
The later Vedic texts corroborate the above points, since they essentially
describe invocations and offerings to maruts. The Taittirîya Brâhman. a which,
as already pointed out states that maruts were in abundance and killed people,
also states that there is only one Rudra and the innumerable thousands (Rudra’s
children) are not seen any more but only remembered31 . It also associates a
season with maruts, namely the hemanta .rtu the dewy season which is the two
month period ending with the winter solstice32 . It is most likely; maruts were
thought to originate from a particular object or constellation in the sky, called
Rudra. It is tempting to speculate that this Rudra may refer to the planet Mars.
Mars is not only red but has for its regent deity Skanda, son of Rudra in later
Hindu tradition. In many hymns of RV maruts are the children of Rudra, and their
downward gliding motion is described by the unique word skandanti from which
the proper name Skanda has originated. It is noted here that not in all Vedic
literature maruts are denoted as Rudra’s children. The Taittirîya Âran. yaka
differentiates rudra-gan. a from marut-gan. a and mentions that the first appear in
the grîsƒma-r. tu, the two month season ending with the summer solstice before the
rainy season starts. The latter appear in the hemanta-r. tu, as in the Taittirîya
Brâhman. a. The commentators mention that both are sky deities appearing in the
respective seasons. Rudra-gan. a is described as being white robed and recurring
with the summer season33 . The second group appears red with anger as though
ready for battle in the dewy season34 . It is easily recognized that both should be
meteor groups separated by six months. This again makes a case for ancient sky
observations and earthly rituals going hand in hand. It also hints at the development
of observational astronomy starting with the identification of seasons, connected
with the easily observed meteor showers, which once caused destruction on land.
This raises the question whether marut was a generic word for all types
of meteoritic activity or it referred to particular types. This can not be answered
definitively at present. Ulkâ the popular word for meteorite in classical Sanskrit
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is already in use in RV. This word in plural occurs in (IV.4.2) where agni is asked
to cast his firebrands (meteors) around. Again ulkâ significantly appears in the
singular in (X.68.4) where a meteor is said to be cast down from sun. The group
nature that is special to maruts is absent in the occasional meteor called ulkâ. It
is not the case that the composers of the 4th and the 10th books were not aware
of maruts. But they deliberately brought in a new word to discriminate maruts
from other transient falling objects. The S. ad. vimúa Brâhman. a further brings in
new events târâvars. a or star-showers, and dig-dâha meaning blaze of the cardinal
directions or zodiacal light in addition to ulkâ and ketu.
Even as early as Yâska (c 700 BC) it was accepted that RV text is
intended to be interpreted in three different levels of perception. This was the
tradition inherited by Yâska and this is how we have to proceed to understand
the influence of RV on later religious, cultural and intellectual developments including
the origins of Hindu astronomy. The three types of meanings arising out of the
above perception are denoted as adhiyajn‚a, adhidaiva and adhyâtma. The first
is the sacrificial interpretation, the second refers to the gods or deities (devatâ)
of the sky or the cosmos and the third is the mystical meaning. Thus when a
particular RV hymn is prescribed for use in a major sacrificial ritual, it would be
futile to ask why the hymn does not describe the performance of that sacrifice by
humans. What has to be wondered is whether the RV hymn contains mention of
sacrifice (adhiyajn‚a) by the celestial deities (adhidaiva) with mystical meanings
(adhyâtma). Over centuries the rituals have attained a steady state as seen in the
Brâhman. a and the Sûtra texts with the background sky observations rarely
mentioned or assumed to be known to the priests. It is the adhidaiva interpretation
that provides some clues to understand the Vedic sky.
MODERN PERSPECTIVE
Only a small sample of RV hymns is investigated in the present study. But,
if the events described in these were descriptions of real events, either by direct
experience or based on family tradition, the situation would indicate the occurrence
of calamitous natural events attributable to meteoritic showers, comets, dust veils
and possible climate alteration for an extended length of time. Evidence for a
severe natural disaster to have occurred in ancient India is available also in the
Mahâbhârata and the Skânda Purân. a35 . Memories of an ancient calamity, most
probably overlapping with the Vedic narration, are strongly preserved in the
above texts. The Vedic literature also carries some indication of the distressed
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state, but not in the same way as it preserves the celestial spectacles. In the
Vâlakhilyam hymns of RV two significant verses (VIII.66.14-15) hint at distress
in the community36 . The negative famine deities, Sƒus. n. a, Uran. a and their defeat
at the hands of Indra also seem to have hidden climatic significance. The
Chândogya Upanis. ad remembers that the people of Kuru land were once killed
by a shower of stones and due to non-availability of food Us. asti Câkrâyan. a had
to stay in the village of elephant trainers37 .
In recent years scientific evidence for near earth objects to have impacted
earth in the past has been growing. It is known that the path of the Taurid group
of extra terrestrial objects consisting of meteors, meteoroids, asteroids and Comet
Encke intersects the orbit of the earth making earth vulnerable for impacts from
extra terrestrial objects. Some of these objects instead of reaching the ground
may vaporize in the atmosphere leading to air blasts and fires as it happened in
Tungska, Siberia in 1908. It is held by astronomers that in the last 10,000 years
Comet Encke has split severally to disintegrate and leave a trail of debris causing
dust veils that could have temporarily blocked sunlight reaching earth38 ,39 . Thus,
the R. gvedic descriptions of maruts killing people on earth, birth of agni and the
Horse in the sky, Vr. trâ covering the sun, Indra restoring sunlight, breaking down
of Viúvarûpâ son of Tvas. t.â and celestial deities coming down to earth (India) to
become important in cultural and religious practices, are to be taken as natural
events of low probability but not impossible to have happened in 3-4 millennium
BC or earlier.
SUMMARY

AND

CONCLUSION

The possibility of the R. gveda describing observations of comets and
meteor showers is studied in this paper. This presents a novel approach for
deciphering the Vedic sky. First, the seven hymns mentioning the word dhûmaketu
are analyzed to find that in all except one place this word figuratively stands for
a transient celestial object. This is followed by studying two other important Vedic
deities namely, maruts and vibhâvasu with which dhûmaketu is closely connected
in the hymns of RV. A fairly detailed study of hymns devoted to maruts brings out
the fact that these are group (gan. a) deities representing meteors. RV describes
picturesquely swarms of meteors and meteorites approaching earth making rumbling
sound and shaking the mountains. At one place significantly vibhâvasu is described
to be a huge rock. In several places maruts are described as hurling stones.
Ritualistic Yajurveda texts mention hemanta .rtu (autumn) as the season for the
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appearance of maruts. The Taittirîya Âran. yaka prescribes observations for
identifying the six seasons. Prominent among these are the sky deities rudragan. a
appearing in summer and the marudgan. a appearing six months later in autumn.
This hints that the Taurid complex was the most likely causative agent in the
Yajurveda period since even now the two branches of the Taurid meteor shower
appear in May-June and November-December. The later Vedic texts also declare
that once upon a time people got killed by maruts. These points reinforce the
conclusion that maruts in RV represent meteoritic showers and not thunder storms
of the rainy season.
The origin and development of Indian astronomy before the siddhânta
period is not well explored and much less understood. Some historians of astronomy
like Pingree40 have expressed their personal conclusion that the subject originated
outside India. Such erroneous conclusions are drawn by ignoring archaic
astronomical observations and evidences in the Vedic literature starting with the
R. gveda.
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